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S O U T H C A R OL I N A S TAT E S TA N DA R D S
4.S.1B. Conceptual Understanding: Technology is any modification to the natural world
created to fulfill the wants and needs of humans. The engineering design process involves a
series of iterative steps used to solve a problem and often leads to the development of a new
or improved technology. (Not addressed in fourth grade CCSD FOSS kit.)
4.P.4B. Conceptual Understanding: Sound, as a form of energy, is produced by vibrating
objects and has specific properties including pitch and volume. Sound travels through air
and other materials and is used to communicate information in various forms of technology.
(Extension of 4th grade CCSD FOSS kit experiments.)

N O R T H C A R OL I N A S TAT E S TA N DA R D S
2.P.1 Understand the relationship between sound and vibrating objects.
2.P.1.1 Illustrate how sound is produced by vibrating objects and columns of air.
2.P.1.2 Summarize the relationship between sound and objects of the body that vibrate –
eardrum and vocal cords.
4.P.1 Explain how various forces affect the motion of an object.
4.P.1.1 Explain how magnets interact with all things made of iron and with other magnets
to produce motion without touching them.
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4.P.1.2 Explain how electrically charged objects push or pull on other electrically charged
objects and produce motion.
6.P.1.3 Explain the relationship among the rate of vibration, the medium through which
vibrations travel, sound, and hearing.

PART I - WOR K S H OP VI D E O
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CLICK THE IMAGE
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John Barry is the Head Sound Engineer at the Gaillard
Center. Growing up with a musician mother, John developed
a passion for music at a young age and turned his eye from
performance to production in college. As the Head Audio
Technician at the Gaillard, John works with maintaining and
tuning our audio systems, mixing sound for local shows,
and assisting touring engineers with their shows.

PART I I - PA R T S O F A N AU D IO C O N S O L E
In the workshop, John explains how each microphone comes into the console on its own
channel and how he can control each mic independently. Let’s take a deeper look into how
he can edit the sounds using the audio console.

GAIN
NOISE GATE
EFFECTS

COMPRESSION
EQUALIZER
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FADERS

PART I I - PA R T S O F A N AU D IO C O N S O L E
Gain is a unit of measurement for loudness of audio. The difference between gain and
volume is that gain receives sound (input) while volume is the final sound we hear (output).1
Noise Gate is an electronic device or software that is used to control the volume of an
audio signal. The noise gate will cut the buzz out of the signal and use the equalizer to lift
the ‘pitch’ or ‘frequencies’ so the bass doesn’t sound like it’s down in some pluff mud.2
A compressor does exactly what it sounds like: it compresses! It takes the loudest moments
and makes them quieter, and you can boost the signal as a whole to make the quieter
moments louder.
Equalizers or the EQ can boost or cut different frequencies in the audio signal to
morph the sound.
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PART I I I - S OU N D WAV E S I N STATE S O F MATTE R
We hear because sound is made up of vibrations, called sound waves. These waves are created
when objects vibrate. The vibrations cause movement in the surrounding air molecules. According to
an article from DK Find Out!, “When they reach our ears, these waves make the delicate skin of the
eardrums vibrate. The brain recognizes these vibrations as sounds made by different things. The size
and shape of sound waves determines the kind of sound heard.”3
GAS
In Episode 9, we learned about the different states of matter and how molecules are
spaced depending on the state. Because of this, the speed of sound depends on the
kind of matter it is moving through. Of the three phases of matter (gas, liquid, and
solid), sound waves travel the slowest through gases, faster through liquids, and
fastest through solids. Let’s find out why.

LIQUID

SOLID

According to the article, “Force, Motion, Energy,” the molecules in gases are spaced
very far apart. In order for sound to travel through air, “the floating molecules of
matter must vibrate and collide to form compression waves. Because the molecules
of matter in a gas are spaced apart, sound does not move very quickly through
them.”4
Sound travels faster in liquids because the molecules are packed more closely
together. “This means that when the water molecules begin to vibrate, they quickly
begin to collide with each other forming a rapidly moving compression wave. Sound
travels over four times faster in a liquid than in air!”5
Sound travels fastest through solids. Molecules in a solid are packed tightly together
so when a vibration begins, the molecules instantly collide. “Sound waves travel over
17 times faster through steel than through air!”6
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“What is Sound?,” DK Find Out!, Darling Kindersley Limited, accessed December 2, 2021,
https://www.dkfindout.com/us/science/sound/.
4
“Physics: Oscillatory Motion and Waves,” Lumen Learning, accessed January 26, 2022,
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/physics/chapter/16-9-waves/.
5-6
Lumen Learning, “Physics.”
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/physics/
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PART I V - S OU N D F R EQ U E N C IE S
NPS (2018) defines frequency as the number of times per second that a sound pressure wave
repeats itself. Sound frequencies are also sometimes referred to as pitch. Think about some
common sounds you hear every day. A drum in music class has a much lower frequency
compared to the whistle your gym teacher blows. The lower the frequency, the fewer
repetitions of the sound wave. The higher the frequency, the more repetitions of the
sound wave.
1 Second

Low-pitched sound

High-pitched sound
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We measure frequency in units called hertz (Hz). “Humans and animals are able to hear
different levels of frequencies. Humans can only hear sounds between 20 Hz and 20,000
Hz. Anything above 20,000 Hz is known as an ultrasound. Dogs are able to hear ultrasonic
frequencies as high as 45,00 Hz and bats can hear the highest frequencies up to 45,000 Hz!” 7
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“Understanding Sound,” National Parks Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, last modified July 3, 2018,
https://www.nps.gov/subjects/sound/understandingsound.htm.

PART I V - EX P ER I M EN T S
Before you begin the experiments, you will need a science notebook. Use
your science notebook to document the scientific process for each one of the
experiments. Include one drawing of each experiment in your science
notebook as part of your response.

1. Ask a question: what are we trying to find out?
2. Gather information and observe: what do you know about
this topic?
3. Make a hypothesis: what do you think will happen?
4. Experiment and test your hypothesis.
5. Analyze your test results.
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6. Present a conclusion: what happened? Was your hypothesis
correct or incorrect? What did you learn?

PART V - E X P E R I M E N T
Experiment 1 - Dancing Oobleck
In the workshop, John discusses how he can alter sound using an audio console. We have also
learned about how sound travels through the different states of matter. In this experiment from
Housing a Forest, you will be able to compare frequencies and observe sound waves and their
effect on a matter that is neither liquid or a solid, called Oobleck.

Photo by housingaforest.com

Materials:
• Oobleck made from 1 cup of cornstarch with
1 cup water
• Subwoofer, wireless speaker, tablet, or phone
• Thin metal cookie sheet or thin flat dish (you could
also use plastic wrap on top of your speaker and put
oobleck directly onto the plastic)
• MP3 of an audio test tone. You will have to play a bit
to see what works best with your equipment.
• Food coloring

Instructions:
1. First, you are going to create Oobleck. This requires some experimentation to make sure you
get the consistency just right. Oobleck is neither a solid or a liquid because it can mimic the
qualities of each.
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2. Begin by mixing 2 cups of cornstarch with 1 cup of water. Add water till you get a thin paste. To
test it out, scoop up some Oobleck into your hand. It should be thick enough for you to form a ball
but then be able to flow smoothly between your fingers.
3. The next few steps are going to require some patience and practice. You are going to have to
figure out the right consistency and the right audio to make the Oobleck dance.
(I suggest creating a playlist of low frequency songs before you begin. Some suggestions
are: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hxs--1N0UnA or https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IPBQk2M_ukY).

PART V - E X P E R I M E N T
Experiment 1 - Dancing Oobleck
4. Next, place a cookie sheet or thin flat dish on your speaker. You can also cover your
speaker with plastic wrap and place the Oobleck directly on top. Place the cookie sheet onto
the speaker and pour the Oobleck on top of the wrap or sheet.
5. Before you play the MP3, you will need to place your fingers on the edge of the cookie
sheet with gentle pressure. This is to make sure you lock in the vibrations. If it doesn’t begin
to dance, you might have to adjust the volume or dig your finger in to get it started.
6. When you get it just right, you will notice your Oobleck moving. Why is it doing this? Did
you notice that the lower frequencies created more movement? With lower frequencies,
there are fewer vibrations per second which causes more motion, even though higher
frequencies produce more vibrations per second.8

Here are a couple options for subwoofer tests:
• Bas Test Low HZ Frequency
• Ultimate Subwoofer Test
Variations for the Experiment:
• Do higher or lower pitches make the Oobleck move more? High Frequency sound 		
check: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qNf9nzvnd1k.
• How does the volume level affect the Oobleck’s activity? Adjust the volume on
your speaker.
• What kind of Oobleck moves the most? Oobleck that is thicker or thinner?
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http://www.housingaforest.com/dancing-oobleck/.
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R E S O U R C ES
Explore More Resources

C I TAT I O N S
Research:
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